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Visitors to Form Ghana’s harvesting operations are accustomed to hearing the unmistakable sound of chainsaw operators working in our teak plantations. They are in for a pleasant surprise when the harvesting team clad in highly visible safety gear and carrying their industrial chainsaws emerge from the forest at lunchtime.




Regina Gbedaa, Patience Oppong, and Helina Dansowaa are members of Form Ghana’s all-female chainsaw squad, working alongside their male colleagues.




At Form Ghana, equality and diversity are among our core values. We take pride in offering equal opportunities to our existing employees and local community members. One of these operators is a current casual employee who seized the chance to learn and excel in a new role. Another discovered the opportunity through a radio announcement, while the third heard about it at a local community information centre.




Our skills development provider, CMO, sent Allan Ogram, their chainsaw specialist and instructor, to train the women. They completed two weeks of intensive training in tree characteristics, felling, debranching and crosscutting and received a Certificate of Competence.




“I was impressed by their attitudes, strength and willingness to learn a skill traditionally reserved for men. They had no problems in handling the saws during a full day’s work”, says Allan. “Their achievement proves something I always emphasise in my training courses – the ability to safely and productively handle a chainsaw is all about using the appropriate technique for the tree and its location”.




The newly skilled operators say they accepted the challenge to be pioneers in a male-dominated profession because Form Ghana believed they would succeed.








PATIENCE OPPONG




My name is Patience Oppong. I am a native of Berekum and a junior high school dropout.




I joined Form Ghana in November 2022 as a casual fire support worker. I volunteered to attend the chainsaw operator programme, and in May 2023, I was appointed as a permanent Chainsaw Operator.




I am proud to be an employee of Form Ghana because it has provided me with a job and the technical skills and abilities to operate a chainsaw.




By employing me, Form Ghana has helped me send my children to school and buy a plot of land and a sewing machine for my sister.













REGINA GBEDAA




My name is Regina Gbedaa, and I am a senior high school graduate. I heard on the radio that Form Ghana was looking for chain saw operators. My application was accepted, and I joined the company in May 2023.




I worked hard during the training programme and learnt how to operate the chainsaw and the importance of achieving my daily target.




Joining Form Ghana was my best decision because it has helped me rent accommodation and send my siblings to school.
















HELINA DANSOWAA




I am Helina Dansowaa, and I was born and raised in Berekum. After junior high school, I worked as a seamstress when I heard at the community information centre that Form Ghana was looking for women interested in learning how to use a chainsaw.




Form Ghana and Allan Ogram taught me various chainsaw operating techniques, like how to hold the chainsaw and cut a tree to fall in the right direction. I know how to debranch trees and crosscut logs to specified sizes.




I want to thank Form Ghana for employing me and creating opportunities for me and other community members.






My name is Faustina Agyeiwaa. I am a graduate of KNUST and joined Form Ghana in June 2023 as a Management Trainee.




My experience has been worthwhile. Form Ghana is well organised and has an excellent record in social, environmental, and economic achievements. It is an honour to be part of a company involved in reforestation and restoration. The structured Management Trainee Programme has given me a great opportunity to learn on the job and build my communication, analytical thinking, and problem-solving skills. Also, I have gained practical knowledge of silviculture and harvesting and helped senior managers and officers in various plantation management activities.




I have grown personally and professionally and am confident that the practical knowledge and experiences gained so far will help me build a career at Form Ghana.








I am Adam Osman, a graduate of the UDS. Since joining Form Ghana in January 2023 as a Management Trainee, I have received training and worked in many departments.




I have assisted Plantation Supervisors and Technical Officers in all their duties. They and the managers taught me how to plan, organise teams and monitor plantation work. They encouraged me to identify trends, evaluate outputs and make improvement recommendations.




Working with Form Ghana has been an exciting and wonderful experience. The MTP has helped me understand the theories I learned in class by giving me contextual knowledge, practical skills and experience in plantation and harvesting management operations.




I see this as a challenge to keep working hard, advance professionally, and improve my interpersonal relationships, communication, and problem-solving skills. I appreciate Form Ghana for giving me this opportunity since it will significantly increase my long-term goal of becoming a forest or natural resources manager.







There's no better way to secure the future of a country and company than by attracting, nurturing and developing young and dynamic leaders. In this newsletter, we introduce Form Ghana’s Management Trainee Programme (MTP), which develops the company’s leaders to ensure our continuity and sustainability.




The MTP is sought-after by Ghanaian graduates wanting to work for a forward-thinking company in the highly rewarding fields of environmental stewardship, community engagement, reforestation and growing local economies. At the same time, Form Ghana provides the tools and opportunities for career development and personal growth.




“Young talent brings fresh ideas and innovation, contributing to Form Ghana’s adaptability and growth. Recruiting and selecting young people ensures that there is a pool of future leaders well-prepared and aligned with the company's values and objectives”, explains Mariam Awuni, Form Ghana’s Human Resources Manager.




“The MTP was introduced in 2010 to minimise disruptions in our operations by encouraging experienced supervisors and managers to pass on their knowledge, expertise, and institutional memory while remaining open to new ideas”, she says.




The Form Ghana MTP is an immersive experience that takes candidates through all levels of the organisation. Mariam explains that young graduates rotate through various departments and work side-by-side with teams in the nurseries and infield, supervisors, officers, foresters, and managers.








“This hands-on exposure gives potential leaders a rounded understanding of Form Ghana’s operations and what it means to be a sustainable forestry company. They are encouraged to take ownership of projects to develop their soft skills and understand leadership responsibilities. This helps them gain confidence and develop their decision-making skills”, Mariam explains.




The MTP period is six continuous months. When they have completed the programme, trainees can leave or join Form Ghana. They can build a career in the company by starting as a Management Assistant and rising through the ranks as Supervisors, Officers, Foresters, and Managers when there is a vacancy.




“While we are proud of the graduates who choose to continue their journey with Form Ghana, we understand that career paths are diverse. Many of our former students have ventured into other professional avenues, and we couldn't be happier with the feedback we receive. They tell us the experience and learnings gained during the MTP has given them the tools to secure other jobs and build successful careers”.




Mariam says, “The impact of the programme is far-reaching. Most of our management team are graduates who are contributing to Form Ghana’s sustainability and thereby playing a significant role in shaping the future of Ghana”.







"The safety, health and well-being of Form Ghana's employees and contractors are not negotiable," says Willem Fourie, the CEO. The company's Health and Safety Policy forms a significant component of employee induction, and safe work practices are underscored by Toolbox Talks every morning and a stringent skills training and refresher course system.




Form Ghana's management team proactively identifies health risks beyond on-the-job safety that could harm the company's operations and cause reputational harm to their employees and their families.




Food hygiene interventions




Food and water contamination could make employees ill, causing absenteeism, and, in extreme cases, could be fatal. Recently, the District Environmental Health Officers and Form Ghana's health team jointly inspected the food preparation premises of food vendors who sell and handle food on-site.




Form Ghana's Occupational Health and Safety Officer, Site Nurses and Health and Safety Assistants educated the food handlers and sellers about hygiene, safety and ways to control and prevent food contamination and cross infections.




Personal hygiene programme




As part of the preventative measures, the chemical sprayers, manual weeding teams, monitoring teams, engineering workshop staff, stores, janitors, and management staff were trained on personal hygiene infield and at the mustering site. This education aimed to address ill-health cases linked to hygiene as a risk factor.




Hand tools safety








The weeding team was trained to maintain their hand tools and ergonomics and safe techniques for slashing saplings/ shrubs and other problematic weeds.




Vehicle maintenance training












Form Ghana's drivers are exposed to extreme hazards in a country with poorly maintained roads, dangerous road users, cyclists, motorcycles, animals and pedestrians. They regularly attend training in risk assessment and defensive driving techniques in various conditions. The drivers were recently trained on the importance of tyre inspections and safety when changing a tyre.







Form Ghana recently appointed two new professional Site Nurses to assist in educating employees about health and safety at work and home, safe work practices, HIV/Aids, malaria, and conduct first aid training. They are both registered with the Ghana Registered Nurses and Midwives Association.








Freda O Kwarteng is the Site Nurse at Akumadan. She holds a Diploma in General Nursing and gained extensive experience at St John of God Hospital in Bono Region.
"I am impressed by Form Ghana's attention to their employee’s health and well-being. Employees feel happy coming to the clinic", Freda remarks.













Edward A. Atia is based at Berekum. He has a first-class BSc degree in nursing and is a registered nursing practitioner. He brings experience from the Korle-Bu Teaching Hospital, Pantang Psychiatric Hospital in Greater Accra, and the Wa Municipal Hospital in the Upper-West Region.
"I delight in educating employees on health issues, for example, food and personal hygiene as preventative means of controlling ill-health", Edward says.







Form Ghana is responsible to its stakeholders to identify and solve all complaints and grievances appropriately, timely and fairly. Where possible, we focus on dialogue to address and resolve grievances.




The comprehensive Complaint Response Mechanism (CRM) demonstrates that the company has taken the appropriate steps to address the issue, protect the complainant where possible, try to find a win-win solution, and has been fair, impartial and ethically professional in our approach.




Internal Complaints




Form Ghana implements a comprehensive set of employment and employee-related policies, procedures and Safe Operating Practices (SOPs) that protect their and the company's rights regarding work, working conditions and relationships with colleagues. Broadly, the CRM:




	Outlines what constitutes a workplace grievance to communicate a clear definition to employees
	Identifies a step-by-step procedure for seeking a resolution to the workplace grievance
	Sets out a process after arriving at a resolution
	Sets out an appeals mechanism and escalation protocol





External Complaints




External complaints can have a variety of origins. Complainants can roughly be categorised as follows: intercropping farmers, members of surrounding communities, pastoralists residing near the project area, Government bodies (local, regional and national), service providers, NGOs, and others.




Stakeholders can express their complaints at stakeholder meetings, community meetings, intercropper/outgrower meetings, focus group discussions and one-on-one sessions. If the complaint is not solved in the forum, the complaint is escalated to the Environment and Social (E&S) Manager, who implements the formal CRM procedure.




There are several methods for external stakeholders to inform Form Ghana about their dissatisfaction. It includes:




	Raising the issue publicly at community meetings, sensitising sessions, intercropper/outgrower meetings, and focus group discussions
	One-to-one with Form Ghana's E&S Manager Paul Ontoaneyin
	Register the complaint electronically at www.formghana.com
	Send an email to the address posted on community notice boards relations@formghana.org.
	Use Form Ghana’s telephone hotline numbers found on community notice boards
	Use the phone number on Form Ghana's vehicles 055-1552227.





Form Ghana Complaints assessment, resolution and closing out process



CSR Policy Form Ghana LtdDownload


Businesses do not operate in isolation. They exist within a complex web of relationships and interactions with various stakeholders, each with a personal stake in the company's activities. For Form Ghana, stakeholder engagement is not just a corporate responsibility but a fundamental aspect of our approach to responsible and sustainable forestry management.




Our stakeholders are as diverse as the ecosystems we manage. They encompass government departments, our Board, private investors and donors, staff, traditional landowners, fringe communities, service providers, labour unions, farmers, intercroppers, certification organisations and environmental NGOs. Each group plays a unique role in shaping our operations and, consequently, our long-term success.




However, the communities and landowners surrounding our forests hold a special place in our stakeholder engagement strategy. They are on the front lines, experiencing the impacts of our activities daily.




Open communication




One of the critical pillars of our stakeholder engagement approach is establishing open and transparent lines of communication. To achieve this, we follow accepted protocols to organise regular stakeholder meetings that are carefully planned and communicated well in advance. These meetings are held at churches and town halls accessible to everyone. Transport is often arranged to assist groups to participate.






































The agenda includes feedback on matters arising from the previous meeting and new topics that may have emerged since the last gathering. We encourage stakeholders to voice their concerns about issues within our scope, ask questions, and share their views on our operations. We also use the opportunity to identify community projects for which funds are available.




These discussions are essential for building mutual trust and ensuring we remain accountable to our stakeholders. The minutes of these meetings are available at our offices, ensuring transparency and accessibility for all interested parties.




Complaints mechanism




We understand that complaints and grievances may arise from time to time. Our stakeholder engagements encourage individuals or groups to express their grievances and complaints during our meetings. If, for any reason, a resolution cannot be reached during the meeting, we request that these concerns be put in writing. It formalises the complaint and activates Form Ghana's formal Complaint Response Mechanism (CRM), ensuring a structured and timely resolution process.




Sensitisation sessions








In addition to our regular stakeholder meetings, we recognise the importance of keeping our stakeholders well-informed about our objectives, projects, and operations.




To achieve this, Form Ghana conducts regular sensitisation meetings. "Sensitisation" means making people "sensitive" about an issue. This is the core of our awareness-raising process.




These sessions educate our stakeholders about our activities and provide a platform for addressing their expectations and concerns. Examples of the topics covered include fire prevention, illegal activities, health and safety, best agronomic practices, work opportunities and offering a platform for suggestions and registering complaints.




Beyond corporate responsibility




Stakeholder engagement is not just a corporate responsibility; it is a fundamental aspect of our approach to sustainable forestry management and creates a stronger, more resilient foundation for our operations.




As we move forward, we remain dedicated to strengthening our stakeholder relationships and ensuring that our forestry practices benefit the environment and the communities we serve.







The Northern Hemisphere is experiencing its hottest summer in recorded history. The daily media is dominated by reports of out-of-control mega and, recently, "giga" wildfires spurred by low humidity, high temperatures, drought, heavy fuel loads and strong winds.




In Sub-Sahara Africa, weather experts are issuing warnings about extreme summer environmental conditions driven by the arrival of the El Nino weather system. It means heat and drought or floods or all three.




Supported by scientific research, many commercial tree growers, farmers and private and public nature reserve managers know that a risk-based integrated fire management (IFM) programme focused on preventing wildfires is preferable to fighting fires.














West Africa




In West Africa, a Ghanaian company, Form Ghana, is cautiously celebrating the success of its strategy of integrating community-based fire management teams with community support, technology, enabling legislation, trained staff and volunteer fire teams, and other stakeholders.




Fire drives the deforestation and degradation of Ghana's southern tropical forests. Out-of-control wildfires are caused by the lethal combination of activities by cattle herders, illegal loggers, "slash and burn" crop farmers, miners and the harmattan. The harmattan is the dry and dust-filled northeasterly trade wind blowing from the Sahara over West Africa into the Gulf of Guinea from November to the middle of March.




Farmers and fire




Farming is the main occupation of people living in Form Ghana's neighbouring communities. They rely on fire to prepare the land for planting; however, bylaws prohibit fires during the dry season. In addition, the existing volunteer community fire squads insisted that farmers pay them for permission to burn and assistance during the burn.




Inevitably, farmers bypassed the fire squads and legislation and burned their fields in secret, leaving the fire unattended, resulting in runaway wildfires threatening crops, forest reserves and livelihoods.




Collaboration




"When Form Ghana began operations in 2017, a fire management system was an immediate priority", says Willem Fourie, Form Ghana's CEO.




"Through internal training and training by CMO, we were ready for fires starting in our plantations, but the frequency of fires originating from our 13 fringe communities was too much for us to handle".




Form Ghana approached the leaders and elders of three fringe communities about collaborating on an Integrated Community Fire Management Project (ICFMP). The communities agreed to the project, and it was launched in 2018.




Matthew Essuman, Form Ghana's commercial manager and the Berekum plantation manager at the time, says the ICFMP "was pivotal in opening a new and dynamic community-led relationship that supports our work to restore soil nutrients and biodiversity through indigenous reforestation and plantation forestry".




Community fire volunteer squads




The company revived the inactive community volunteer fire squad organisations (FVS) with the support of the traditional authorities and the Ghana fire service. The FVS interventions include:




	Paying squad members an allowance so farmers get their services free.
	Providing personal protection and firefighting equipment and training.
	Introducing the Fire Danger Index (FDI).
	Mobile phones and data for the squad leaders to communicate with the Form Ghana control room.
	Training FVS leaders as trainers for their members.
	Facilitating regular community information sessions led by the squad leaders.





Legislation




In October every year, Form Ghana supports the participating communities by formally applying to their local assemblies, traditional councils and municipalities for permission to "contravene the no bushfires bylaw" and implement safe and preventive controlled burns during fire season.




Fire danger index




Form Ghana introduced the FDI and erected community information boards identifying the fire squad leaders, firefighting and controlled burning procedures and the FDI. In fire season, the plantation control rooms communicate with the squad leaders on WhatsApp to update the notice boards every two hours. Based on the FDI, the squad leaders permit farmers to burn.




Fire management plans




The community fire squads prepare a fire management plan and schedule for their community. The plan includes risk assessment, preparing fire belts around crop fields, assisting farmers with controlled burns on their farms, creating safety zones, clearing access roads, and a series of awareness and training programmes.




Access




Form Ghana upgraded the roads in and around the participating communities and within the forest reserves. It enables the ground crew stationed at fire lookout towers to report the location of smoke and for community and company fire squads to coordinate a rapid response to reach the spot.




Smoke is fire




Pic by Joy Crane of WoodBiz Africa



However, on dry, windy days, fires grow and advance rapidly. Oliver Botwey, Form Ghana's geographic information system (GIS) officer, explains that by the time firefighters reached the reported spot, they were often almost helpless against the size of the front and flames shooting over 50 metres into the sky.




A more accurate and quicker detection was needed, and the company decided to invest in the Firehawk fire detection system. "I joined Form Ghana at the end of 2017, and my first task was to work with Firehawk's technician installing and setting up the system", says Botwey.




Firehawk




"We geo-referenced the plantation blocks so that the four Firehawk cameras can pinpoint the correct geo-location of fires and provide us with 24/7 real-time visuals via wireless communication links. Every link is remotely monitored, and the towers' voltage is tracked.




"Six operators, with at least two per shift, monitor the system and raise the alarm. At night there is an added benefit because we know immediately when vehicles with illegal loggers or poachers enter the area", he comments.




Success




There was a marked increase in controlled preventative fires and drop in wildfires since 2018, and between December 2022 and March 2023 no wildfires encroached on Form Ghana land.




When other communities saw the positive impact of the ICFMP, they contacted Form Ghana, and it now partners with nine fringe communities and 154 fire volunteer squad members.


Every year, Form Ghana recruits and selects one or more groups of young graduates to participate in its Management Training Programme.




The trainees are monitored and mentored throughout the period and exit the programme with experience working in and managing teams. They also understand the contribution of sustainable forest management in mitigating climate change.

TRAINEE FEEDBACK

By: Agyewaa Faustina, Gideon Appiah, Adam Osman, and Thomas Baidoo

"We eagerly joined Form Ghana in 2023 as Management Trainees. Embracing this great opportunity, we were introduced to a structured trainee programme that provided us with valuable experience in communication and problem-solving skills.

"In addition to practical knowledge gained in various silviculture and harvesting operations, we assisted senior managers in carrying out plantation management activities.





Akumadan Plantation:Gideon Appiah & Agyewaa Faustina



Berekum Plantation: Thomas Baidoo & Adam Osman




"Our journey as Management Trainees at Form Ghana has been extraordinary. We have grown personally and professionally, acquiring vital skills, embracing challenges, and contributing to the company’s success.
 
We are confident that the practical knowledge and experience gained during our trainee programme will contribute significantly to our effectiveness as employees in Form Ghana. Thank you, and long live Form Ghana!"


Samuel (Sammy) Ampofo Owusu has recently been appointed Executive Assistant to Form Ghana's CEO. As an integral part of the leadership team, the Executive Assistant plays a vital role in supporting the CEO and ensuring the smooth functioning of the organisation.
 
Sammy has a BSc in Accounting and an MBA in Finance. He joined Form Ghana in November 2012 after completing his national service. "I chose Form Ghana because I wanted to contribute to an exciting, forward-thinking and fast-moving company in an important industry", he says.
 
"I am a meticulous accountant versed in audit coordination and execution. Over the years, Form Ghana has allowed me to adapt to various job roles", Sammy explains. He says the experiences have developed his abilities to multitask, think critically, meet strict timelines and provide accurate reporting.
 
"As the Executive Assistant, I will focus on corporate governance, ensuring strict compliance with applicable laws and meeting all investor requirements. My previous experience in the company has deepened my understanding of working with external stakeholders.
 
"It has also deepened my communication skills with the various departments within the company and enhanced my time management skills, which will greatly impact my success in this new role".
 
Sammy believes Form Ghana's focus on good corporate governance will allow it to take advantage of new opportunities that arise.
 
"Form Ghana's operations are increasingly moving into the digital space where banking, harvesting and operations are managed electronically or by machines. This means we must ensure our staff are upskilled and digitally dexterous".
 
He advises aspiring professionals seeking senior management positions to be focused, dedicated, committed, involved, consistent and hardworking.



Do you want to join our team?


At Form Ghana we believe that our employees are our greatest asset. Together we can make reforestation of degraded land possible! Form Ghana invests in its team by training and on-the-job skills development.
view opportunities >
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